Notes on the back story of this letter:

Previously, Tony Collinson, another PPC member (#5491), had sent me a letter requesting the
details on how to defeat PRIVATE using just the pair of synthetic instructions STO b/ RCL b, which I
had documented in an article submitted to Richard Nelson for publication in the PPC Calculator Journal,
but which suffered heavy censorship and thus regrettably that part of the article never appeared in print.
However, my mention of it actually did, which is how Mr. Collinson became aware of it.
I promptly fulfilled his request by sending him (and another dozen people requesting the same
information) the censored parts of the article, and about a month later he sent the present second letter, in
which he thanked me for it, among other assorted comments on the matter.
Last, he expressed his interest in any of my letters or articles which might get published in the
future, which I really appreciated.

Valentin Albillo, 21-12-2021

20 October 1980
Mr Valentin Albillo
PADRE RUBIO 61-722(C
MADRID 29

Spain

Mr A C Collinson
78 Upton Road
SLOUGH
Berkshire

England

Dear Mr Albillo

I wish to thank you for your kindness in sending me the additional
point from your STC b, RCL b article.
As you point out the routine is extremely easy to use and I was
quite successful at the first attempt. Actually when thought
about, the mechanics of getting around PRIVATE are quite obvious.
Probably, in company with most people I attempted to change the
PRIVATE status, rather than ship around the 'locked door' as
STO b, RCL b does.
Again, thank you, and I will be looking forward with the greatest

interest to any letters of articles from you in forthcoming issues

of PPC.

Yours sincerely
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Tony Collinson

